
EVERYDAY X GOVERNANCE: Project Brief and Introductory Note 
 

The thesis looks at the existing governance systems in the ward and the interaction with the public and citizens.  At the 
city level you have the BMC and at the ward level you have the ward offices and the ward councillor which are the 
legislative component of ward governance.  

Budget, planning, development agendas happen in a more top down fashion .The interactions that one has with the 
development of your ward is limited. Either it is service oriented- you go the ward office to obtain some services or you 
can lodge a complaint/ take your queries to the ward councillors. You cannot set forth any demands.  If participation is 
invited it happens in forms of ALM’s (Advanced Locality Management Groups) or NGO’s which comprise of only a 
particular set of people who have resources to get their voices heard. The everyday information about the development 
of the ward is lacking. Both the spaces and the nature of participation isn’t very democratic.  

The thesis suggests a more decentralised system to reach and involve more people. As a basis it uses the Area Sabha bill 
(Nagar Raj Bill), which suggests sub divisions in the ward (electoral constituencies) each constituency or area will have 
Area sabha. Area sabhas have area councillors mandating them and it’s primarily an office where the proposals are put 
up. And with it similar parallels of an institution in Brazil called Popular Councils, where local proposals are put up and 
those get deliberated and discussed and then forwarded to the higher level (ward level). This system works from a more 
bottom up level. 

K West Ward has about 6 lakh people and it isn’t possible for them to assemble all at once. The nature of issues don’t 
always concern the entire ward. To enable interactions at multiple scales of places, the thesis proposes 3 stages, or scales 
of interventions. The ward office act’s as the top tier office, where people can assemble to discuss issues and agendas 
that concern the entire ward. For agendas and development issues that concern only a specific area or neighbourhood, 
the area sabha exists in collaboration the governing institute, offered to the people by the government; and you have the 
neighbourhood cell, which is outside of the realm of the governing institute, created by the people for the people. These 
smaller scales makes it much more convenient to deal with the footfall and also to spread awareness. 

1.  Ward office: Now with certain elements being shifted out of the office premises can cater to more public functions 
and diversify the programmatic condition and not be limited to just bureaucratic offices. The office has three kinds of 
programs, information dissemination spaces like Information Centre, Exhibition Area that displays recent and upcoming 
developments, comprehensive mobility plan schemes etc., Student’s resource library to attract the youth, Civic Resource 
Library which has information on how to participate, archives of ward agendas and budgets. The second category of 
spaces are Mass Gathering Spaces such as RTI + PIL filing centres, employment cells and workshop spaces. And the third 
category are the office spaces.  These are interspersed with each other such that at any given point in the ward office, 
you don’t just encounter the office spaces but also these public spaces. The circulation is reimagined to be as an 
extension of the street which opens up from the ground courtyard and winds its way up the building, always overlooking 
the central court and looking into the offices. The breakout spaces on the mid-landings offer spots to relax for the 
visitors. For the people that work there, balconies act as more private breakout spaces. The grounds cape is landscaped 
as an amphitheatre which opens up to the entire road frontage rather than having a boundary wall/entrance gate.  

The Area Sabha and the Neighbourhood Cell are imagined as annexes to everyday institutions of public spaces rather 
than creating an altogether new isolated spaces. This allows for chance interactions with these spaces, rather than having 
to visit them for a specific function. For example, parents of a school gather daily to pick their kids and having the area 
sabha office with the BMC School enables to reach out to them, and creates a possibility for people to gather. It attracts 
its own user group whose primary reason isn’t to visit the office. 

2.  Area Sabha: It is meant to facilitate and further area level interactions with the institution of governance. It is 
integrated with the BMC School. An Area Councillor is an elected representative of an area. Monthly meetings are held to 
debate, discuss and vote on the proposals regarding the development of the ward.  

Public Proposals are collected and displayed here rather than one on one with the councillor. Along with the councillor’s 
office and display areas, certain services can also be decentralised from the ward offices. Presently you have the Citizen 
facilitation Kiosks which are installed and being run by a third party agent at many places across the city. These could be 
installed in the area sabha office. They offer payment facilities for the various bills, to collect deposit documents for 
listens and registrations. 

3. Neighbourhood Cell:  A space to create a local archive of the physical data of the neighbourhood. 

There are Meeting and display rooms to exercise opinion outside of the realm of the governing institute; and hence 
integrated with the public garden/ground which are larger open public spaces and are largely unrestricted. It may also act 
as centres for organization and dissemination of locally archived information (information created by the people of the 
area) 
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